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Doublethink – “holding two 
contradictory beliefs in ones 
mind simultaneously and 
accepting both” (Orwell) 

“The regulatory system in this 
country is one of the most 
stringent in the world. If any 
shale gas were to pose a risk 
of pollution, then we have all 
the powers we need to close 
it down”Quoted in Telegraph

UK Prime Minister David 
Cameron offered robust 
support for European 
exploitation of shale gas, 
telling journalists: "No 
regulation must get in the 
way." Quoted in 
EUObserver



Difficult industry to regulate
(1) Much activity underground and out of sight. 

(2) Sources and types of potential pollution are many and
geographically dispersed, and the leakage of methane into the 
atmosphere is especially hard to detect. 

(3)Powerful well connected corporations known to be hostile to 
regulation and reluctant to acknowledge risk. Macho safety culture.

(4) Multiple contractors (comprising drilling companies, hydraulic 
fracturing service companies, chemical suppliers, waste haulers and 
cement contractors) making compliance determination difficult.

(6) Newish process – long term consequences largely unknown.

(7) Scale/whole gas field problems not captured by regulating 
individual installations or individual processes



Official documents acknowledge problems but then 
assume that regulation will resolve them

• The ‘Strategic Environment Assessment’ issued by 
DECC licencing round  acknowledges problems for 
waste and waste water disposal; health of 
communities and workers; land use, geology, soils, 
landscape and visual amenity; biodiversity, habitats 
and eco-systems; noise, vibration, air quality, traffic; 
flood risks...

• For each of these - “it can be assumed/expected that 
planning controls will mitigate so that the problem is 
‘not unacceptable’”



Regulatory Capture 



  



  

Asked the question:
When health, safety and environmental 
dangers are known, why does it take so long 
to get adequate regulation to deal with them?
e.g. Asbestos – white asbestos suspected as hazard 1898 – 
use banned in the UK 1998

 

Benzene – battle over 
safe level went on for 
decades..and now re-
opened

Many deaths from coal 
pollution and smogs 
went on for decades 
before being tackled

BSE – public not told 
for 20 months because 
of fear of losing 
markets



Lord Browne’s  senior appointees went into:

4 appointees in senior positions in DEFRA, the ministry that oversees 
the Env Agency 

3 appointees  in senior positions in the Dept Energy and Climate Change 
- overall framework overseen by Office Unconventional Gas and Oil

4  Senior appointees into the Treasury – including Baroness Hogg an 
independent director of the British Gas group to ensure financial 
support packages

Regulatory Capture (1) 



  

Regulatory Capture (2)



  

Corner of Paul Mobbs Network of Interest Diagram – Showing Policy Think 
Tanks, PR Companies and their connections into the Cabinet Office, DECC and 
Politicians with energy responsibilities



  

Disguising the Stitch Up – 
the role of the PR Industry

e.g. “Independent” Task Force – 
paid for by Cuadrilla, Total, 
Centrica, Dow

Hosted and secretarial support by 
Edelman PR agency

Headed by Lord Chris Smith, former 
head of Environment Agency

Produced report without 
mentioning waste water issues, 
seismic effects on well integrity, 
monitoring abandoned wells or 
monitoring air pollution.... 

“...a transparent, trusted, independent 
and impartial platform for public 
scrutiny, discussion and information 
about shale gas exploration and 
production in the UK.”



  

.

Particular professions are deemed “the 
experts” and come to dominate the risk 

assessment process – 

…...but not the ones relevant to 
what turn out to be the main 
risks.

In the UK geologists have been 
prominent in opining on risks 
often outside their area of 
expertise

This is partly based on early 
ideas of likely risks that have 
only proved partly correct



  

A geologist opines on what “communities 
can cope with” and “put up with” in a book 

claiming to be about science

 “....all of these are nuisances that are 
associated with other industries and oil and gas 
activities. I don’t mean to minimise them, but 
they are the sort of things that we can cope 
with. Trucks can be re-routed; noise can be put 
up with, land can be reclaimed just like it can 
after any industrial activity like quarrying.” 

 Professor Mike Stephenson BGS 



  

Looking for the Goldilocks point
“Regulation can’t be too stringent such that it completely 

stifles the ability for a company or a driller to try 
different techniques – but at the same time it can’t be 
too lax, such that that it doesn’t completely protect the 
public and the environment” 

Professor Mike Stephenson  (BGS) 
But what if the level of 
regulation needed to 
make the public safe 
is so high that it would 
“stifle” the gas 
companies???

The professor does 
not allow for such an 
inconvenient 
possibility... 



  

Assumptions of the Fracking 
Regulatory Regime



  

People/companies will keep to the rules, 
the equipment will work properly

“Even if risk can be 
reduced theoretically, in 
practise many accidents 
from leaky or 
malfunctioning equipment 
as well as from bad 
practises are regularly 
occurring. This may be due 
to high pressure to lower 
the costs or to improper 
staff training, or to 
undetected leaks leading to 
contamination of the 
ground water.” UNEP 
Briefing on Uncontl Gas



Example of assumptions

 

“It is assumed that 
current controls are 
enforced by regulators 
and followed by 
operators” 

from a DECC Strategic Environment 
Assessment  consultation document 
written for the UK government by 
AMEC

In fact the experience of all UK 
exploratory activities to date has 
involved multiple planning breaches and 
technical problems.



Rathlin Energy 
exploratory well 
North of Hull 
breached  14 permit 
conditions between 
early July and mid 
October 2014  of the 
same year.

All the exploratory shale gas wells 
drilled by Cuadrilla in Lancs had 
some technical difficulty. In addition 
to 10 breaches of planning 
conditions there were 5 examples of 
drilling problems, three reprimands, 
as well as accusations of well 
integrity failure, trespass and 
damage and several cases where it 
wasn’t clear whether or not 
Cuadrilla had broken regulations. 



Neglect of Scale – rhetoric of best practice 
but with no means for enforcing that

 

“The probability of well failure is low for a single well if it 
is designed, constructed and abandoned according to best 
practice” Royal Society/Royal Academy of Engineering

It would be impossible to develop a shale gas industry based on a 
single well – it is intrinsic to the industry to have hundreds of wells. 
(cf Ineos plans for perhaps 400 wells in 10x10km area later 
withdrawn but at least 100 wells per 100 sq km. Could easily be 
1,000 in Nottinghamshire)
Regulating 1 well with a 5% chance of failure is not the same as 
regulating 100 wells with  5 likely to fail or 1,000 with 50 failures.
What is relevant is not “best practice” but normal practice – this is 
an example of “optimism bias” and of “naive sociology”.



  

Salami slicing of issues

“Fracking at scale has a large footprint. It would 
threaten the fabric of our communities and 
countryside, woven over centuries. Maybe that is 
why industry and government have been at pains to 
ensure that the planning process considers each 
application in isolation from all the others. Each step 
in the journey can be discussed but the destination is 
off limits.” John Ashton. Former Climate Diplomat in the 
Guardian



  

Planners committees are “steered” 
to make pro-industry decisions by:

Requirement to assume that other regulatory agencies 
actions will be sufficient and robust even when not true

They must give priority to national planning policy which 
urges great weight is given to alleged economic benefits 
of “hydro-carbon extraction” even tho this will damage 
other local industries and is actually “uneconomic”

Local planning authority can be overruled upon appeal in 
a process that can prove costly if it goes to an Inquiry.

Time available to make judgements reduced. 



“Streamlining and simplifying” the regulatory process has been the role 
of the Office of Unconventional Gas and Oil in DECC.  Degradation of 
Permitting Process to make Scale Development Possible eg by

Speed up of permitting processes – no time to look at unique 
circumstances or for meaningful consultation  - don't look don't find

Standardization of permitting process – removes any possibility of 
deciding in the light of local circumstances
  
No limitation on well density  

From Exploration Wells to Gas Fields – what 
would be necessary so that Regulation “does 
not get in the way” of development



  

Cynical Nature of Process



Use of definitions for PR Purposes

Infrastructure Act defines 
“fracking” as involving more 
than 10,000 cubic metres of 
water.

This means that under the 
new UK law almost a half of 
the gas wells and nearly 90% 
of the oil wells which were 
hydraulically fractured in the 
USA over the decade 2000-
2010 would now not be 
classified as”fracked”.



“In our opinion this appears to be a cynical swerve around 
the planning and judicial rules of precedent, to enable 
drilling and smaller scale hydraulic fracturing in areas 
where many members of the public are opposed to that 
activity. That is no way to win respect, confidence or hearts 
and minds.”
 Dr. Stuart Gilfillan and Prof. Stuart Haszeldine School of GeoSciences, 
University of Edinburgh

“Only if you know that fracking will be a burden to those who 
have to live with it do you try so hard to pull the wool over their 
eyes. Only if you see the people as your enemy do you play with 
words in such a cynical way.”

“This Orwellian piece of deception is so clumsy it would not 
deceive a child. But those politicians, civil servants, and 
business lobbyists who have connived at it should be ashamed 
of themselves.” 

John Ashton – former Climate Diplomat



Particular Concerns



Public Health

Cannot be properly 
considered by planning 
authorities because 
they have to assume 
that the HSE and EA are 
on top of the issues and 
they have been told by 
Public Health England 
that the risks are low. 

“...the report incorrectly assumes 
that many of the reported 
problems experienced in the US 
are the result of a poor regulatory 
environment. This position ignores 
many of the inherent risks of the 
industry that no amount of 
regulation can sufficiently remedy, 
such as well casing, cement 
failures and accidental spillage of 
waste water. There is no reason to 
believe that these problems would 
be any different in the UK and the 
report provides little evidence to 
the contrary....” BMJ editorial on 
PHE



  

Env Agency acceptance of “risk assessments” 
by consultancies which are highly questionable

There are issues about

a) assessing uncertainties and assigning probabilities and 
appropriate values for estimations  

b) distinguishing between objective knowledge and 
subjective judgments;

c) working with intangibles and data that will change over 
time; 

d)non-disclosure agreements that allow companies to hold 
back data required for making risk assessments. 

(Medact summary of academic literature)



  

Risk Assessments made for EnvAg (2)

Role of “independent” consultancies write risk 
assessments for the companies – have a business 
interest in playing down risks

Use an unfalsifiable way of rating risks not based on 
peer reviewed science 

Analogous to financial sector “rating agencies”

No requirement for risk assessments in the system to 
include risks to sectors likely to be hit – eg tourism 
and agriculture

Risks assessed are not of whole process but only of 
parts – and are not added up...



  

Resources/staffing/expertise of 
regulators 2010/11 – 2015/16

 Cuts in real expenditure of local authority planning 
and development services of 46%. Local authorities 
lack in house geological expertise

 Grants to Env Agency fallen in real terms by 25% 
thousands of jobs lost. Limited knowledge of deep 
hydrology issues

 HSE. 40% budget cut 2011/12 to 2014/15. Staffing 
nearly halved in a decade and set to fall further.



  

Companies marking their 
own homework aka
“self regulation”
Without resources regulatory agencies will rely on self 
monitoring/regulation – or local communities alerting them

Planning authorities have few resources for checking that 
planning conditions are met 

Environment Agency puts its emphasis on permitting process 
but little on monitoring or checking afterwards. Communities 
find that EA rarely present and have to do their own 
monitoring and fight to get EA on site.

HSE likewise rely on the operator to “mark their own 
homework”.



  

Design and Construction of Wells

So called “independent well examiner” charged with 
ensuring well integrity paid for by the operator. 

Review of well design a paper exercise based on 
information provided by operator – not a hands on and 
on the spot actual oversight.

No provision for spot checks during operations or for 
after well abandonment

Mandatory and independent inspection of wells rejected 
by government as unnecessary in Infrastructure Act

An example of where what the RS/RAE called for was 
never implimented – even the “Ind Task Force” called for 
independent monitoring...



Sanctions?
Corporate entities are, at most, fined for negligence 
and/or non compliance

Companies can and do pass on liabilities to other 
companies that go out of business

Proposals for companies to be required insure a bond 
that would pay for any damage and liabilities has not 
been adopted.



  

Drilling and Fracking

Not clear that “traffic light system” for seismic actvity will 
work – eg first quake may do the most damage or seismic 
activity may occur with a delay and be a long term problem 
when much infrastructure already up and running. 
Earthquake Problem in Netherland Gas Fields



  

Baseline monitoring

There are regulations for 
baseline monitoring for 
ground, air and water 
pollution... 

BUT

“concerns have been 
raised over a lack of 
specification over scope, 
quality, frequency and 
standards of pollution 
monitoring” (Medact) 



  

Abandoned wells
Little monitoring of abandoned wells in the UK

Not clear who will be responsible for them

Not clear who will be responsible for leaking well if 
operator has gone out of business

Leaking wells a major issue in US where many are 
leaking 30 years later..



Remaining Uncertainties re Water

“A huge uncertainty.... is how much waste water will be 
produced and regulatory and technical mechanisms for 
cleaning it or directly reusing it.....

“Without deep well disposal, it is likely that treatment of 
the dissolved solids will be required and so research into 
cost-effective means of doing this is important....The 
costs related to waste water production may be 
significant and could make shale exploitation 
uneconomic....” Jnt US-UK Workshop on Improving the Potential 
Environmental Impacts of Developing Un Hydrocarbons Nov 2015

Latest information from Ineos is that they may dump 
“treated” waste water at sea............ 



  

Climate Change

Committee on Climate Change identifies a problem IF the 
shale gas industry gets off the ground at scale

In these circumstances unless 3 conditions meet the shale 
industry will breach Britains climate 
commitments/obligations

Any shale gas produced in the UK should displace imports; 
the risk of methane leaks must be rapidly addressed; and 
ministers will have to offset shale gas’s impact on the climate 
by cutting greenhouse gas emissions more rapidly in other 
industries.

The mechanisms to do that do not currently exist



  

End



“...if we think we can discern....certain principles that would 
appear to suggest the existence of a law here or there; and if 
we try to govern our behaviour in accordance with these....all 
this still remains very doubtful.....because quite possibly the 
laws we try to guess at don’t exist at all. There is a small body 
of opinion that upholds this belief and that seeks to prove that 
if any law exists, then its form can only possibly be: the law is 
what the nobility do.... This body of opinion sees only arbitrary 
acts on the part of the nobility, and disdains the folk tradition 
which has...... done a great deal of serious harm, since it has 
given the people a false sense of security towards coming 
events, and left them helplessly exposed...”

The Problem of Our Laws – A Parable by Franz Kafka
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